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• Dia 1: Introduction to Urban Sociology (lecture)  
  Social Inequalities and city (lecture)
• Dia 2: Short Introduction to qualitative research (lecture)  
  Interview training  
  Picture based research (lecture)
• Student work
• Dia 3 and 4: Report of students and evaluation
• Basic knowledge about urban sociology
• Basic understanding of the process of qualitative research
• First experience with one method (interview, picture)
• Critical reflection of the achieved knowledge about a bairro

Seminar objectives
(Learning results)
Como os bairros são organizados e o que eles significam? (Chicago)
• Perception
• Activities
• Roles
Student Work

- Groups of 4-6
- Self organization of work and visit
- Evaluation of information
- Self reflection on knowledge (stereotypes etc.)
- Sampling of interviews with „street experts“
- Fotographic research
- Presentation at class
- Handing work out of summary